
In this lab, you will be working with the same three datasets as in week 3 schoolyearsf1544.csv, 
dtp_immune.csv  and teen_fertility.csv, and continue the work from week 3 with some more SQL.

Before starting this lab, go through the week 3 lab and make sure you have a dataset named 
wk03all2000 with four columns: County and the 3 columns of Year 2000 statistics from that country.

Part I, Loading the dataset and looking at it with proc print

1. Load the files

First, do you have table with fertility, immunity, and schoolyears?

proc contents data=wk03all2000;
run;

Assuming that works, here are some print commands to see the values.  Try to predict how each of the 
following PROC steps will behave and then run them.

proc print data=wk03all2000 (obs=10);
run;

proc print data=wk03all2000 (firstobs=11);
run;

proc print data=wk03all2000 (firstobs=11 obs=20);
run;

Part II, Copying, reordering, and renaming.

1 Make a copy and rename variables

Make a copy by using a DATA step with a SET command. Add a variable for year. What happens when
you leave out the set command? Also, note that we need a print procedure (or SQL select) to see the 
resulting dataset.

data wk04part1;
set wk03all2000;
year = 2000;

run;

proc print data=wk04part1;
run;



2. Rename variables

Use the RENAME command to remove some the redundacy in these variable names.

data wk04part2;
set wk04part1;
rename Country = country;
rename fertility2000 = fertility;
rename school2000 = school;
rename immunity2000 = immunity;

run; 

proc print data=wk04part2;
run;

3. Reorder variables

Use the RETAIN command to  put the year variable first. What happens when the set command is 
included first.

data wk04part3;
retain country year immunity school fertility;
set wk04part2;

run; 

proc print data=wk04part3;
run;

4. Compute and drop

Use the DROP command to get rid of a variable after you're done with it. Here we convert a fertility 
rate (births/1000 per year, to a total fertility rate births/woman, lifetime). What happens here if the 'set' 
command is put before the 'drop' command? (These are TEEN fertility rates)

data wk04part4;
drop fertility;
set wk04part3;
TFR = fertility / 1000 * 30;

run; 

proc print data=wk04part4; run;



Part III, Splitting data into tables with the data step

1. Writing to multiple tables

We can write to more than one table at a time with the data step by specifying two or more at the 
beginning. Check the log rather than using proc print to verify that two identical tables have been 
made.

data wk04set1 wk04set2;
set wk04part4;

run;

2. Specifying where to write with OUTPUT

By default, SAS will write each row of whatever you 'set' into all of the datasets you specify in the first 
line of a data step. If you use the OUTPUT command anywhere in a data step, you take control of what
row goes into what dataset. For example, this code will put rows of data ONLY into wk04fallingfert. 
Look at the log and the output (with a proc print or directly in SAS University Edition). What happens?

data wk04set1 wk04set2;
set wk04part4;
output wk04set1;

run;

We can manually output to each data set.

data wk04set1 wk04set2;
set wk04part4;
output wk04set1;
output wk04set2;

run;

We can use if statements to output based on a variable

data wk04set1 wk04set2;
set wk03part4;
if TFR le 1 then output wk04set1;
if TFR > 1 then output wk04set2;

run;



We can also use an internal SAS variable like _n_ for iteration count (usually row count) to determine 
which row gets added to what dataset (if any, or both).

data wk04set1 wk04set2;
set wk03all2000;
if _n_ < 20 then output wk04set1;
if _n_ > 100 then output wk04set2;

run;


